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Problem 1 (25 pts)In this problem, let Sn be the symmetri group of degree n, in other words thegroup of permutations of the set f1; 2; : : : ; ng, and let An be the alternatingsubgroup.1a (5 pts). Write the element � = (1523)(3574) 2 S7 as a produt of disjointyles.By diret alulation we �nd � = (1574)(23).
1b (10 pts). Find an element � 2 A7 (that is, an even permutation) suhthat order(�) = 4. Explain how you know that your � is even and has theorret order.One possibility is � = (1234)(56). By the theorem on the order of apermutation in disjoint yle form, we have order(�) = lm(2; 4) = 4. Also,� = (14)(13)(12)(56) is a produt of 4 transpositions, so it is an even per-mutation.(In fat basially the only solution to this problem is the produt of a4-yle and a 2-yle whih are disjoint, although it doesn't matter exatlywhat numbers our in the yles.)
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1 (10 pts). Prove that S3 is non-Abelian.We alulate that (12)(13) = (132) but (13)(12) = (123). Also note that(123) and (132) are di�erent permutations sine the �rst sends 1 to 2 but theseond sends 1 to 3. Thus (12) and (13) do not ommute in S3 and so S3 isnot an Abelian group.
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Problem 2 (25 pts)2a (15 pts). Show that [3℄ is a generator for the group U(7). Then writedown the list of all possible subgroups of U(7). Indiate the order of eahsubgroup you found.Note that jU(7)j = 6. We alulate [3℄1 = [3℄, [3℄2 = [9℄ = [2℄, [3℄3 =[2℄[3℄ = [6℄, [3℄4 = [3℄[6℄ = [18℄ = [4℄, [3℄5 = [3℄[4℄ = [12℄ = [5℄, and [3℄6 = [1℄.Thus h[3℄i = U(7).In partiular, U(7) is yli. Thus we an apply the theorem on subgroupsof yli groups to �nd all of the subgroups of U(7). They areh[3℄1i = f[3℄0; [3℄1; [3℄2; [3℄3; [3℄4; [3℄5g = U(7) (order 6);h[3℄2i = f[3℄0; [3℄2; [3℄4g = f[1℄; [2℄; [4℄g (order 3);h[3℄3i = f[3℄0; [3℄3g = f[1℄; [6℄g (order 2);h[3℄6i = f[3℄0g = f[1℄g (order 1):
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2b (10 pts). Find the order of the element [8℄ in the group Z90.There is a formula for the order, but we just alulate it diretly. Theorder of [8℄ will be the smallest n > 0 suh that n[8℄ = [8n℄ = [0℄ in Z90, inother words the smallest n > 0 suh that 8n is a multiple of 90. The easiestway to �nd this is to hek the multiples of 90 until you �nd one that isalso multiple of 8: the smallest is 360. So the n you want is the n suh that8n = 360, namely n = 45. This answer agrees with the formulas I gave inlass, whih give n = lm(8; 90)=8 = 90= gd(8; 90) = 45.
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Problem 3 (25 pts)In this problem, Let G be the group U(7), and let H be the subgroup H =h[6℄i = f[1℄; [6℄g of G.3a (5 pts). Explain briey how you know that the fator group G=H iswell-de�ned (this is not supposed to take any work.)The fator group G=H may be de�ned as long as H is a normal subgroupof G. Sine G is Abelian, every subgroup of G is normal, so G=H is well-de�ned.
3b (10 pts). Find the order of [3℄H in the group G=H. Show your work.We alulate diretly that ([3℄H)1 = [3℄H, ([3℄H)2 = [9℄H = [2℄H, and([3℄H)3 = [6℄H (We have already done the work for this alulation in Prob-lem 2.) Note that [6℄H = H = [1℄H sine [6℄ 2 H, so ([3℄H)3 = [1℄H is theidentity element in G=H. On the other hand, [3℄H 6= H beause [3℄ 62 H,and [2℄H 6= H beause [2℄ 62 H. So 3 is the smallest positive n suh that([3℄H)n = [1℄H, and thus order([3℄H) = 3.
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3 (10 pts). Prove that G=H is isomorphi to Z3. You may use theoremswe proved in lass but make sure you say what results you are using.Note that jG=Hj = jGj=jHj = 3. Sine [3℄H has order 3 in G=H aswe have just shown, that element generates G=H and so G=H is a yligroup. (Alternatively, you had a homework exerise that proved that anyfator group of a yli group is yli, and G is yli by problem 2.) Nowwe proved in lass that all yli groups of order n are isomorphi to Zn. SoG=H �= Z3.
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Problem 4 (25 points)4a (10 pts). There exists a homomorphism � : Z12 ! Z12 with the propertythat �([1℄) = [3℄. Find the homomorphism � (for example by giving a formulafor it). Then explain (1) why your answer is the only possibility; and (2) whyyour answer really does give a well-de�ned homomorphism.One of the basi properties of homomorphisms is that �(xn) = �(x)nfor all n 2 Z. Sine both the domain and target group in this example areadditive groups, this translates to the statement that �(n � [x℄) = n ��([x℄) forall [x℄ 2 Z12. Applying this with [x℄ = [1℄, we see that �([n℄) = �(n � [1℄) =n � �([1℄) = n[3℄ = [3n℄ for all n 2 Z. Thus �([n℄) = [3n℄ is the requiredformula for �. We have also shown that this formula is fored by the fats that�([1℄) = [3℄ and � is a homomorphism, so our answer is the only possibility.To show that our formula really does de�ne a homomorphism, �rst wemust show that � is a well-de�ned funtion. For this we need to hek that ifm;n 2 Z and [m℄ = [n℄, then [3n℄ = [3m℄. But this is lear, sine if [m℄ = [n℄then 12j(m � n), so ertainly 12j(3m� 3n) and thus [3n℄ = [3m℄. One weknow that � is a well-de�ned funtion, we an easily prove it satis�es the rulefor a homomorphism: �([m℄ + [n℄) = �([m+n℄) = [3m+3n℄ = [3m℄ + [3n℄ =�([m℄) + �([n℄).
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4b (10 pts). Let � : Z12 ! Z12 be the same homomorphism as in part (a).Find (1) the kernel ker � of the homomorphism; (2) the image �(Z12) of thehomomorphism.The kernel is all [x℄ 2 Z12 suh that �([x℄) = [3x℄ = [0℄ 2 Z12. But[3x℄ = [0℄ if and only if 12j(3x), whih happens if and only if 4jx. So ker� =f[0℄; [4℄; [8℄g.The image is f[3x℄jx 2 Zg = h[3℄i = f[0℄; [3℄; [6℄; [9℄g.

4 (5 pts). (This part has nothing to do with parts (a) and (b)). Let� : Z9 ! D7 be a homomorphism, where D7 is the dihedral group of order14. Find, with proof, �. State any theorems you use.There are several ways to do this problem; here is one using orders ofelements. Assume � is a homomorphism. Sine [1℄ has order 9 in Z9, one ofthe basi properties of homomorphisms states that �([1℄) has order dividing 9in D7. Sine jD7j = 14, by Lagrange's theorem �([1℄) also has order dividing14. This fores �([1℄) to have order 1, so �([1℄) = e = R0. But now by theproperties of homomorphisms we also get that �(n � [1℄) = (R0)n for all n � 0,so �([n℄) = R0 for all n. Thus � is the trivial homomorphism, in other wordsthe homomorphism sending every element of Z9 to the identity of D7.9


